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Phobos Gravity Gradiometer Mission
Science measurement objectives:
1. Measure the gravity gradients/mass of Phobos at 50m resolution.
2. Measure the surface altitude of Phobos at 10cm resolution on 1m grid.
3. Measure the density of Phobos at 50m resolution.
4. Measure the polarized light reflectivity of Phobos at 1m resolution.
5. Measure the magnetic field and gradient at 50m resolution.
Science modeling objectives:
1. Determine the heterogeneous density of Phobos and identify all major vacuoles and potential
ice deposits for in situ resource utilization, as well as potential life-supporting regions.
2. Determine if striations are deep (tidal) or surficial (ejecta) related.
3. Determine the chiral reflectivity of organics seen on the surface as both indicators of past life
and suitability for enabling evolution on Earth through comet impacts.
4. Determine the remnant magnetization of Phobos and whether it demonstrates structure as seen
on carbonaceous chondrites.
5. Evaluate the suitability of landing zones for either robotic or manned missions to Mars.
Relevance:
The interest in Phobos has hardly waned in the past 30 years. Three failed Soviet missions, ESA
contenders and NASA proposals number at least a dozen. Not only is the study of Phobos
intrinsically interesting, but it provides a convenient platform for ISRU and manned missions to
Mars. Just mapping out future landing sites is of considerable practical interest.
PSD Science Objectives:
This proposal addresses all five of the PSD objectives found in the Science plan: 1) Explore solar
system objects; 2) Understand of their chemical/physical evolution; 3) Find locations where life
existed; 4) Improve our origin-of-life models; 5) Identify resources for human exploration.
Mission Overview:
12U Cubesat bus either launched into GEO and ion-drive to Mars, or piggy-back on Mars
mission. One or two 6U gravity gradiometers deployed into Phobos orbit. Autonomous data
taking and data reduction, burst communication UHF/Laser. 1 year nominal mission length.
Anticipated Payload
Four instruments: Tether Gravity Gradiometer, Star/ Planetary camera, Laser Altimeter/
Polarizing Illuminator/ Laser communicator, and NV-Diamond Gradient Magnetometer.
Mission Management:
There is no planned mission management, though in order to use the James Webb/OWL
telescopes for telemetry would require close collaboration with the astronomy community. Given
the involvement of MSFC, we would expect that it would provide the mission management.
Mission Schedule:
Study and PDR 2017. Instrument development 2017-2018. CDR and construction 2019. Testing
and calibration 2020. Launch 2020 (at earliest) or 2022 at Mars launch window if piggy-backing,
otherwise GEO launch and low-thrust trajectory in 2021. Upon arrival, 3 months of checkout and
1 year of data collection.

I. Scientific/Technical/Management
A. Executive Summary
Phobos is one of the two moons of Mars, and has a remarkably low density, 1.8g/cc, as well as
a reddish surface composition resembling carbonaceous chondrites—thought to be extinct comets.
All of the comet missions in the past decade have reported unusually low density objects, possibly
with voids in the interior. They have also detected molecular oxygen, an unusual gas and
characteristic of photosynthesis as well as other organic chemicals characteristic of life. Therefore
it seems possible that voids in the interior of comets and Phobos may have had liquid water in the
past, as well as evidence of life. Our science mission will not only characterize the interior structure
of Phobos, but also measure the density for traces of water and the chirality of organics on the
surface, where Phobos may give insight into the evolution of comets in the solar system as well as
provide in situ resources for manned missions to Mars.
Only a gravity gradiometer can peer below the surface and image those voids, but the two types
of gravity gradiometers flown (twin spacecraft like GRAIL, or flying optical rails like GOCE) are
both too heavy for planetary missions. We propose a third design, a Cubesat-based tethered
gradiometer: the Phobos Gravity Gradiometer (PGG). Tether gradiometers were studied intensely
in the 1970’s for the space shuttle and recently nanosatellite tethers have been adapted for many
uses in low-earth orbit, including synthetic aperture, orbital dynamics, and end-of-life deorbiting.
Like a twin-sat gradiometer, tethers can adjust their length to measure the appropriate spatial
gradient. Like an optical rail, the resonant frequency can be made much higher than the twin-sat,
enabling the detection of small features. Both of these properties are needed to probe the structure
of the interior of Phobos, which may have voids on multiple spatial scale, a rubble pile.
We base our 12U PGG on the 6U design proposed in 2015 for the Planetary instrument AO.
Tungsten spheres are deployed on ~100m tethers above and below the mother ship, and tension
monitored with a patented low-noise transducer. After correcting for geometry, the tension gives
10-100 ppb accuracy in the gradient, which is better than GRAIL. Laser ranging is used to measure
the length of the tethers as well as an altimeter to the surface so that the volume of Phobos is
accurately constrained. A star camera gives attitude information of both the s/c and the end-masses,
(important for accuracy) as well as a polarizing Phobos imager for detection of chiral organics. A
diamond fiber magnetometer mounted on the end masses far from the s/c disturbances round out
the instrument package. Body mounted solar panels provide some 4W of power, with a trade study
for the feasibility of extendable solar panel arrays and battery storage.
The additional 6U can be used for propulsion to leave Earth orbit and insert into Mars orbit, or
if piggy-backing on a Mars mission, for two 6U gradiometers with orthogonal orbits about Phobos
to reduce the orbital artifacts in the data reduction. Tradeoff studies will compare chemical to ion
propulsion which can be used to balance the drag to improve the accuracy.
Onboard reduction of data permits very low data rates, which we transmit to Earth with the laser
altimeter. For redundancy, a UHF radio link with the existing Mars orbiters also opens a
communication channel. The Cubesat gravity gradiometer is mission-enabling, since it provides
subsurface structure data on the existence of oceans on any of the outer moons, including Io,
Ganymede, Europa, Enceladus, and Titan, opening up a whole new chapter of planetology. For
this purpose we have assembled an experienced team for this study: a Cubesat designer, a satellite
instrument builder, a planetary scientist and the tether gravity gradiometer inventor.

B. Rationale and Objectives
The 2014 NASA Science Plan listed five planetary objectives summarized as: 1) Explore solar
system objects; 2) Advance understanding of their chemical/physical evolution; 3) Find locations
where life existed; 4) Improve our origin-of-life models; 5) Identify resources for human
exploration. The Phobos Gravity Gradiometer Mission (PGGM) addresses all five: since Phobos
is a solar system object; it shows evidence of capture and stretching in Mars gravity field; it
resembles a carbonaceous chondrite or extinct comet with likely habitats for life; its chemistry and
delivery of organics was important for Earth life during the cometary impacts of the Late Heavy
Bombardment; and, it possesses water and organics that may be useful for In Situ Resource
Utilization for human exploration. Much of these resources and exploration are below the surface,
which remain invisible to cameras and flybys, even to the OSIRIS-REx sample-and-return mission
launched this year to a carbonaceous asteroid, so the significance of PGGM is its unique ability to
peer below the surface.
These are the scientific objectives of the mission listed in order of importance:
1. To measure the gravity map of Phobos at 50m resolution with some areas at 10m. This
measurement will provide the unique information on the interior of the moon. It will be
acquired using the gravity gradiometer, the altimeter and star-camera to provide in
absolute coordinates the distribution of mass in Phobos.
2. To measure the surface altimetry of Phobos to 10cm vertical resolution on a 1 m grid,
with some areas at 1cm vertical resolution. This measurement is needed for objective 1,
but is also necessary to understand the forces that are pulling Phobos apart and producing
scarfs and parallel ridges. It also produces a volume measurement.
3. To calculate the density of Phobos at a 50m resolution and look for regions of ice, watermodified minerals, and presence of empty chambers in the interior. This is a derived
quantity using the mass and volume information from the first two objectives and reveals
the density composition of the moon, enabling identification of ice and many minerals.
4. To measure the reflectance of Phobos at 25 narrow-bands in the visible and NIR to
characterize the surface composition at a 1 m grid. This measurement can identify
minerals as well as locations of low illumination, input to thermal modeling, and the
possible locations of permanent ice.
5. To use limb-scanning during occultations of the sun to measure the surface outgassing of
Phobos. Many moons have outgassing from the interiors, and the most sensitive detection
is at the limb in absorption. This measurement can reveal if Phobos is still active, or has
lost all its volatiles.
6. To measure the magnetic field and currents in the vicinity of Phobos, to elucidate its
magnetite content. New NV-diamond magnetometers are lightweight and when placed on
the end weights, can make ultraclean measurements of the magnetic fields, elucidating
the peculiar enhancement of structured magnetites on carbonaceous chondrites.
The three data sets—gravity, volume, magnetic, surface reflectance—work together to
characterize the geology and evolution of the moon, identifying not only its current condition,
but the events that have produced its ridges and minerals. Two competing theories of the
striations (Fig. 1) are that they are surface spattering of ejecta, and that they are deep
displacement of a rubble pile. The gradiometer will clearly distinguish between these models.
The low density of Phobos also has led to much speculation of the interior composition of the
moon, and if the exterior is similar to carbonaceous chondrites, it may be a captured comet

with the low density seen at other comet flybys. Characterizing this structure will be of great
importance in understanding the OSIRIS-REx data, which will be sampling a similar body.
Since carbonaceous chondrites also have a large amount of water, these small bodies are of
great value for in situ resource utilization, such as missions to Mars that refuel and return to
Earth. Phobos being a moon of Mars makes for a very convenient refueling location, since the
fuel need not be lifted out of the gravity well of Mars. It may be a natural location for a
“rendezvous in orbit” scenario for manned missions to Mars, making its resources and landing
sites of great interest to the manned program.
It is not a stretch to say that Phobos is also addressing the “origin-of-life” problem for Earth
biology, since it is widely believed that comets brought organic materials to the surface of the
Earth before life was present. It is these organics, and in particular, their chirality (L-amino
acids, R-sugars) that are thought to predispose the chirality of life on Earth, a chirality
observable in polarized light which we provide with the altimeter laser. Mapping the polarizing
reflectivity of organics on an aged comet complements the various cometary missions by
examining a much older body, perhaps more typical of the planetesimals that contributed to
the construction of the Earth.
Finally, the addition of the magnetic data set permits a study of its interaction with the solar
wind, which if Phobos is a captured comet, describes the majority of its evolutionary life. And
if the studies of carbonaceous chondrites are typical of Phobos, it is expected that the magnetite
will be highly ordered, making Phobos into a quadrupolar magnet oriented along its minor axis
whose striations are magnetically ordered. These magnetic effects are essential in
understanding the low-temperature chemistry that preserves chirality and concentrates entropy,
e.g. the BS/ invariant that is present on “plaquette” magnetites.

Fig. 1 Stickney crater on Phobos showing reddish color of carbonaceous
chondrites, and striations due either to ejecta or tidal stretching.

C. The Four Instruments
For planetary missions, the cost and control of a dual-satellite gradiometer like GRAIL has seemed
beyond reach, despite real progress in miniaturizing the sensors. Few sensors can deliver global
details of the interiors of Phobos, Europa, Saturn, Io or Venus. And few have ppb sensitivities. It
is a rare synergy that brings these technologies together after 40 years. The global mapping of
subsurface geology enabled by this lightweight gradiometer and altimeter provides a key
capability for Deep Space missions.

Tether Gravity Gradiometer
Long before these accelerometer-based gradiometers, NASA studied a mission to measure the
gravity gradient directly by monitoring the tension in a 1km tethered 115kg dumbbell satellite
[Colombo, 1979]. It was capable of GRACE-like sensitivity, but it commandeered the entire
spacecraft, and gradiometers had not yet proven their worth. Thirty-five years later satellites are
small enough that the s/c bus, the instrument, and two 200m tethers can be integrated on a single
6U Cubesat—11x14x37cm and 12kg. The PGG tether gradiometer not only measures the
gradient with 5X more sensitivity, but with 15X higher resolution due to its smaller mass.

Fig 2. Sensitivity/resolution of tether gradiometer vs. Earth altitude. S. Bortolami 1995
Since the instrument is the s/c, it is a free flier deployed from a mother s/c, permitting injection
into a low altitude orbit with increased S/N and spatial resolution. Thermal fluctuations caused by
orbiting in/out of sunlight are minimized using ultra low expansion glass-fiber tether, with ~1 ppm
noise signal. Swaying errors are resolved <1 ppm by lighting the fiber with an LED and imaging
the end mass position to <0.03°. Glass-fiber tethers resist the radiation environment of the solar
wind and planetary magnetosphere, while the electronics are passively shielded. A low power
FPGA compresses the digitized tension before transmission, with minimal telemetry and power.
The venerable tether gradiometer has become a capable, 21st century sensor.
The NASA tether gradiometer is a recent technology development building upon whitepapers
commissioned over 35 years ago, which showed that the gravity gradient signal is linearly
proportional to the length (L) of the tether and the size of the end mass (M), Signal = 0.75·LMΓzz,
where Γ is the gravity gradient tensor. The responsiveness, or natural frequency of the tether, is
proportional to 1/√(LM), and opposite to sensitivity, causing Bortolami (1995) to optimize the

length at 1km with 114kg end mass, which at 230km altitude, achieved GRACE-quality data (Fig.
2). The 1000X reduction of noise of this proposal, increases S/N by 1000X, permits reducing
the end mass by 1/40 (3.5kg) and the tether length by 1/5 (200m), for a net gain 5X in
sensitivity, 15X in faster response (with less resonance with the signal), higher spatial
resolution, and most important of all, integration on a Cubesat spacecraft.

Fig. 3 L: Multistrand tether design circa 1979. M: Noise floor vs Hz, 2014. R: Transducer with
piezo in center and rib magnets providing positive tension as well as magnetic damping 2015.
There are three types of noise to consider: atmospheric disturbances, perturbations of the end
masses, and electronic or transducer noise. Atmospheric noise is hardest to remove, because the
sensitivity of any gradiometer is improved by lowering the altitude, which is precisely where the
atmosphere is most dense. Fortunately Io's atmosphere is tenuous, but remains a concern for Saturn
and Venus. We compensate for drag first by flaring the solar panels to roughly match the drag
between Cubesat and end mass, and then by monitoring the angle between spherical end masses
so that total tension and trigonometry permit subtraction of the drag forces. Then ppm signal can
be extracted at ~230km altitude at Earth, or the same low-altitude orbits as GOCE.
The perturbation or swaying of the tether is compensated similarly, resolving the angle between
Cubesat and LED-fiber illuminated end mass to within 0.03°, which is achieved in the nadir
direction with a 30 MPixel camera and a 180° fisheye lens to capture the limb and end mass in the
same frame, while in the zenith direction the star camera achieves 0.01°. According to Bortolami
1995, ~0.03°rms reduces the uncertainty to 0.001EU, or <1 ppm EU2 (where 1 EU=1 ng/m), which
gives comparable S/N as the drag noise.
Finally, the transducer noise is minimized by using a point-contact piezo force sensor, where the
noise is proportional to the area (and volume) of the strained piezo material. Our novel design
(Fig. 3 right panel) converts the tension into a (magnetically buffered/damped) ~1mm2 point
compression of a thin PZT piezo with a noise floor 0.1-0.001X less than commercial
tensiometers. Using low-noise pre-amplifiers with state-of-the-art 24-bit digitizers we can extract
ppb (10-9) precision from the tension measurement, sampling at 100Hz and averaging to 10Hz
science data, where the natural longitudinal frequency of our end mass is ~2Hz. At Earth, the
orbital speed of 7.7km/s converts this sample rate into ~770m spacing along the s/c track having a
spherical harmonic k>2000, which is far too fine for Earth, since the horizontal resolution of Γzz
is approximately equal to orbital altitude, but this sample rate is relevant to airless Phobos and
tenuous atmospheres where orbital altitude can be lowered to the limits of surface topography, or
about 100-1000m.
Ground testing of the sensor (“Point Mechanic Piezoelectric Sensor System,” Inventors:
Richeson et al., Docket No. MFS 32945, Fig 3. middle panel) performed by Ducommun Miltec
12/2014, under NASA Contract No. NNM14AD98P demonstrated a 5.12 ksamples/s with a noise

of 0.4nV/rtHz at 1kHz. Converting this into a force, the minimum detectable signal (the noise
floor) was found to be 1.5 nN/rtHz at 113Hz for a 1.5kg mass of 15N, achieving ~15nN/15N or
ppb (10-9) sensitivity. When compared to commercial accelerometers—Omega ACC103, PCB
Piezo-tronics 393B31, and Measurement Specialties Model 4807A—this device is 1000, 10, and
2000 times more sensitive respectively because of its novel point contact design.
The [Colombo 1979] design selected Ultra-Low-Expansion glass for its tether, left panel Fig 3,
in order to minimize thermal fluctuations caused by changing solar illumination from the
unavoidable 90-minute orbital period. With a 0.03 ppm thermal coefficient of expansion, the
additional noise introduced by thermal stretching can be reduced to the same magnitude as the
angular perturbations. The same LED that lights the glass tether to illuminate the end mass for the
precision angular measurement can be pulsed/comb modulated to acquire time-domain
reflectometry of the ~mm distances using electronic shuttering of the camera for timing.
Since glass tethers suffer from limited radii of curvature, the multistrand design of Figure 4
maximizes flexibility without sacrificing overall strength. For typical tensile strength values
of >3GPa, a 5µ diameter fiber has a strength of 60 mN. Then a 35N total strength (the force at 1g
on a 3.5kg, 7cm diameter tungsten ball) is achieved with bundle of 500 fibers, with an inner core
diameter of some 0.12mm. A Teflon outer shield over bridal net provides thermal insulation and
low-friction assistance to the deployer. While specifics of radiation hardness depend on the exact
chemical composition of the glass, typical ULE-glass has only 5-10% loss in tensile strength after
exposures up to 1020 NVT neutrons or gamma radiation up to 105 J/g, but no degradation from
UV. With margin, this makes it ideal for the high radiation environment of the Io torus. Both the
tether and the deployer will be provided by Tethers Unlimited, a leading provider of space tethers
and deployers with multiple s/c successes to their credit. Their estimated cost for the tethers and
deployers was $100,000. The custom transducer was supplied by NASA from parts costing less
than $20,000.

Laser Altimeter, End Mass Ranging and Polarized Light Source
In order to find the density of Phobos, both the mass and volume must be determined. The laser
altimeter, such as the Voxtel NIR laser ranger (Fig 4.) uses highly efficient laser diodes to measure
centimeter accuracy with a range up to several kilometers. We multipurpose this instrument by
using it to measure the distances to the end-masses, which must be known to ppm accuracy or
submillimeter accuracy. The altimeter
gives the first five significant digits,
and reflectometry of pulses sent
through the fibers give the least
significant two digit accuracy. But the
laser can also be used for determining
the chiral properties of the surface.
We circularly polarize the laser with a
Fig. 4 Voxtel NIR laser range finder up to 7.5km. 2016.
Glan-Thompson splitter and a
quarter-wave plate. The NIR wavelengths are particularly good at distinguishing organic
absorption features that show chiral effects, which we detect by comparing the left and right
circularly polarized returns. The laser, receiver and optical components are all less than $5000,
though these are COTS components, not space-qualified.
Finally, we have one last job for the laser—communicating with Earth. Power and link margins

are slim, but the new class of 10 meter telescopes (not to mention the James Webb) provide an
enormous collecting area for laser communication which will require study, but may be a costeffective way to achieve the MHz data rates needed for downloading images.

Star Camera, Planetary Camera and End-Mass Camera
The principle error term in tether gradiometers is motion of the end-masses. But if the position of
the end-masses can be accurately determined, then the errors are removable, and ppb accuracy
attainable. The error in z-axis is solved by measuring the length of the tethers using delay of light
pulses along the tether, as well as laser ranging to corner cubes placed on the end-masses. The
second error is out of plane x-y motion of the tethers. We determine this by using a star camera to
determine attitude, and locating the illuminated corner cube on the end-mass in the star-field. A
single camera with a prism can capture both zenith and nadir views of both end masses, where the
zenith stars provide coordinates to measure the nadir position.
This camera is then automatically photographing Phobos in the nadir direction, when it becomes
a planetary camera with 10cm resolution. In addition, the altimeter is illuminating the ground with
polarized light, so the camera is equipped with Glan-Thompson splitters to capture the image in
both left- and right-circularly polarized light. The use of prism polarizers wastes no photons and
permits very high sensitivity. Depending on complexity of the camera, the image plane can also
use single-photon Si Pm detectors which have some 20X the SNR of the best CCD, ideal for both
the altimeters and chirality measurements.
While star-cameras are COTS, the implementation of a SiPM focal plane detector for making
altimetry measurements (and possibly receiving commands), is not presently implemented. The
widespread use of SiPM focal plane in “autopilots”, however, makes them readily available.

NV-Diamond Gradient Magnetometer
The recent invention of the nitrogen-vacancy magnetometer permits a light-fiber to probe the
energy levels of a micron-sized doped diamond, a light-weight detector far away from electrical
disturbances (Fig. 5). The end-masses are deployed some 200m from the spacecraft in both
directions,
permitting
a
common-mode rejection of s/c
disturbance fields. This permits
the magnetometers to achieve
some 0.01 to 0.1 nT clean
measurement, superior to
nearly all previous planetary
magnetometers, and capable of
measuring
the
remnant
magnetism of Phobos. While
only
a
few
COTS
magnetometers are available
for mostly microscopy work,
we envision a program to work
with manufacturers on a space
Fig 5 (a) Schematic fiber-optic diamond magnetometer with
qualified
version.
This
microwave transmission line (b,c)Scanning image of
development program we
multimode fiber: d=30, w=1.5, t=0.3 microns. Fedotov 2016.

expect to cost $100,000.
Magnetic fields are relevant because 1-10% of carbonaceous chondrites, the analogue to
Phobos surface composition, was found to be from magnetite, whose nanostructured crystals were
spontaneously magnetized. This makes them paramagnetic and capable of thermo-magnetic
convection in zero-g, the ability to channel heat, and the possibility of forming “antiferromagnetic” layers. We think these materials are capable of ordering the evaporites on a comet,
and by extension, the striations on Phobos. Detecting these magnetic fields would be a major clue
for the formation and evolution of carbonaceous asteroids and comets.

D. 6U Cubesat Bus
It has dimensions of (113×239×366) mm and a mass of 12 kg and thus satisfies the requirements
of the Planetary Systems Canisterized Satellite Dispenser (CSD). During nominal operations the
nanosatellite is gravity stabilized by the means of two end masses that are symmetrically deployed
at the end of 200m ULE glass tethers. The passive gravity gradient stabilization is augmented by
a set of three mutually orthogonal magnetorquers which are used to detumble the nanosatellite
after deployment, orient it after detumble, and damp undesired oscillations after end mass
deployment. The magnetorquers are embedded in solar panels and each produces a dipole moment
of 0.188Am2. A 3-axis magnetometer and a star tracker are used as primary attitude determination
sensors. The magnetometer is mainly used during the detumbling phase and the star tracker is used
in the nominal, or science, phase of the mission. The solar panels are used as coarse Sun sensors
that operate together with the magnetorquers to determine the attitude of the nanosatellite in case
of star tracker malfunction. The COTS magnetometer is embedded in a Sparton inertial
measurement unit (IMU), the GEDC-6EP, and has range of ±1.2 Gauss. The star tracker, from
Blue Canyon Tech, is accurate to 6 arcsec about the boresight and 40 arcsec about the roll axis.
The orbital position, velocity, and time are obtained from a NovaTel OEM615 board that
operates with the L1/L2/L2C GPS and L2/L2 GLONASS systems. The electrical power subsystem
(EPS) consists of components from ClydeSpace, specifically two 6U, one 3U, and one 1U solar
panels, the 3G Flex EPS power regulation and distribution motherboard and, a 30 Whr battery
pack. All solar panels are body fixed with flare hinge.
The communications subsystem consists of a Mars-orbiter compatible UHF radio: GomSpace
UHF transceiver. The UHF transceiver can be used for both the uplink of commands and downlink
of housekeeping and science data and beaconing, as well for the data link with the Mars orbiters.
The UHF transceiver is connected to a quadrupole 1/4 wavelength antenna. The on-board
computer consists of a GomSpace Nanomind A712D on-board computer (OBC). The GomSpace
Nanodock motherboard carries the OBC, the GPS board, and the UHF transceiver, which
interfaces the OBC with the sensors and actuators of the attitude determination and control system
(ADCS), the EPS motherboard, and the payload electronics module.
The structure of the nanosatellite will be hogged out of large piece of Al 6061 alloy in the shape
of a two 3U (113×120×366) mm boxes. One box contains the nanosatellite, payload electronic
modules and the star tracker. Its walls will be reinforced with polyethylene/Pb to shield the
electronics from energetic particles. The second box will contain the restraining and deployment
mechanism for the end masses, tethers and the gradiometer transducer. The only deployables are
the end masses and their tethers and the UHF antennas. A preliminary design of the satellite is
shown in Figure 5 together with a functional diagram in Figure 6 that has been used to account the
data and power interfaces. Analysis of the power generation in a 300 km circular Sun synchronous

orbit is shown in Figure 5 inset. The orbit average power (OAP) in a dawn-dusk Sun synchronous
orbit is scaled to 2.5 from Earth 10.3W. The components of the nanosatellite bus have technology
readiness levels between 6 and 9.

E. COTS Costs for 6U Cubesat
As the table below shows, the estimated COTS cost for a 6U Cubesat, excluding launch, are well
under $1M and satisfy the conditions of the proposal. Perhaps the most uncertain are the modest
development costs for converting ground COTS magnetometer to space qualified, though this
tertiary instrument should not be a cost-driver for the mission.
1 6U side solar panel w/MTQ
2 Cubesat 3U side solar panel
3 Cubesat 2U side solar panel
4 3G flex EPS motherboard
5 CubeSat standalone battery
6 Cubesat onboard software
7 Nanomind OBC
8 Nanocomm UHF transceiver
9 Nanodock
10 Deployable antennae
11 FPGA board
12 GPS board
13 Star tracker
14 Nanocam
15 Structure
16 TU tether and deployer
17 Sensor and transducer
18 Tungsten spheres
19 Laser range finder
20 NV diamond magnetometer
21 Materials, test fixtures, etc
TotalEquipment Costs

$31,980
$6,400
$4,900
$13,500
$3,850
$15,000
$5,261
$10,000
$7,500
$6,100
$7,000
$5,000
$80,000
$25,584
$5,000
$100,000
$20,000
$1,300
$3,000
$100,000
$50,000
$501,375

Management
Regular communication of progress is vital if this ground breaking instrument is to be considered
for PSDS3. As he has done with a previous Callisto concept, the PI will coordinate the mission
goals with the mission planning at the MSFC Advanced Concepts Office to provide a cost-benefit
ratio for power budget, trajectory assessment and independent vs. piggy-back trajectories. A Final
Report, suitable for public release, will be submitted no later than 30 days after conclusion of
effort. The PI and others as needed will support the science colloquia.
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